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Warn Industries’ 2010 Easter 
Jeep Safari Trail Run! 

 
 A late arrival on Saturday night couldn’t 
keep me from waking at dawn the next 
morning to hit the trail. My Moab 2010 
Easter Jeep Safari kicked off with Warn’s 
trail run and new product introduction. 
Boasting an extensive line of winches, 
lights, steel products and bumpers, safety 
equipment and niche accessories, Warn is 
an industry leader in this market. 

. Please refer others to the website for a free download copy! 

Nothing gets media attention better than 
a blue-sky day on the trail, demonstrating 
sparkling new equipment. It was a pleasure 
wheeling with the Oregon folks from Warn 
Industries, their four-wheel drive industry 
guests and media colleagues!  

Lining up for a trail run at Moab is always 
exciting! Spectacular scenery, scores of trail 
challenges and the camaraderie of fellow 
‘wheelers means a day of fun and memories 
lays ahead. Here, the Warn group gathers. 
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From dawn to dusk, challenging trails and 
dramatic colors abound! March backdrops at 
Moab include the snowcapped peaks of the 
La Sal Mountains, the mounting spring flow 
of the Colorado and nearby Green Rivers, 
endless slickrock formations, red coloration 
and contrasting brush. Palettes of color, vast 
panoramas and bold geometric forms stand 
out. Dinosaur National Monument, Arches 
and Canyonlands Parks, each add to the 
draw in this multiple-use recreational area! 

 This year’s 2010 Easter Jeep Safari brought 
a huge contingent of JK Wrangler models to 
the scene. Also present were the hundreds 
of traditional CJs, YJ/TJ Wranglers and Jeep 
SUV models like the XJ Cherokee and Grand 
Cherokee. All shared the trails! 

Since the origins of recreational off-roading, 
Warn Industries has been a leader. Today, 
everyone from budget-conscious builders to 
hardcore, “trailer queen” trail runners rely 
upon Warn products. At Moab, JK Wranglers 
abounded this year (top). There were also 
scores of no-nonsense, no-frills, innovative 
trail runners that had the equipment needed 
for Moab’s challenges. This BLM land and 
the public waterways provide access for day 
hikers, four-wheelers, ATV riders, all-terrain 
bicyclists, dirt motorcyclists, overnight 
campers, kayakers and rafting! Challenges 
and variety abound on the many Moab trails. 
Participants on Warn’s Sunday run enjoyed 
an exceptional day and spectacular weather. 
By Thursday, it snowed…That’s Moab ‘EJS!’ 
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Warn equipment is always present in the 
most challenging off-road environments. For 
some trails, winching becomes a necessity. 
Hardcore rock climbers use Warn’s recovery 
and safety equipment, as do more moderate 
trail runners. Among the trail challenges at 
Moab are stark rock walls—like this. 

…Cresting the vertical rock wall, the TJ’s 
automatic transmission cavitated, starving 
the unit and stalling the vehicle. The route, 
like many at Moab, had by-passes for 
avoiding this extreme obstacle. Warn winch 
and recovery equipment paid off here! 

           

 

This TJ Wrangler has more than adequate 
off-road equipment. The owner/driver picked 
the right line for this rock wall. He was 
clearly headed over the top… 

 
Many proved the mettle of the JK Wrangler. 
This Warn test fleet vehicle planned to do a 
winch demonstration but actually crested the 
rock wall without assistance! A four-door JK 
has a 116” wheelbase. Lifts and tires of 35” 
or larger diameter rule the day with this kind 
of break-over angle and chassis dynamics. 
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With over a half-century of proven off-road experience, Warn did not 
minimize the route to avoid obstacles. Guests could use less dramatic 
by-passes but were not discouraged from climbing the challenging 
obstacles. Here, Robbie Pierce of MasterCraft Safety® demonstrates the 
correct “line” for overcoming this extreme vertical obstacle.  
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Picking a good line is everything. Warn’s 
crew member was an excellent wheeler and 
quickly jockeyed the vehicle to the top. 
There, he stopped on point to provide a 
demonstration, showing the many benefits 
available in Warn winching equipment. 

To view a full catalog of Warn’s 
latest recovery equipment and 
off-road accessories, click here!

Warn’s latest equipment includes winch and 
air compressor combinations. These units 
dramatically increase versatility in recovery 
packages. While rope has become a popular 
alternative to stainless wire, traditionalists 
still enjoy the ruggedness of stainless wire. 

 

Robbie Pierce can wheel! MasterCraft’s test 
bed JK Wrangler crawls its way over the rock 
wall on Warn’s outing. There’s no shortage 
of equipment and plenty of aftermarket 
advantages on this Jeep! One very rugged 
4x4, the heavily modified JK serves well as a 
dynamic test platform for MasterCraft 
Safety’s renown seats, safety equipment and 
full line of off-road accessories. 
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